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The fact that macro and micro economic environment keep varying their pattern 
forces enterpriseto think different and seek new breakthrough with implementation 
of the diversification strategy, which allows them to distribute risk and acquire 
long-term competitiveness. This study wasconducted to reveal the optimized 
methodology of diversification strategy ofthe Takyun Group(a group company that 
involves multiplefields including real estate, electronic communication, international 
trading, capital investment and healthcare service)by investigating its operational 
strategy of diversification. This study may provide useful information to other 
domestic companies or groups regarding the implementation of diversification 
strategy. 
Case study was applied in this particular research, more specifically, the author 
conducted systematic research on the diversification strategy of Takyun Group.The 
paper is consisted of five chapters. The first chapter serves as the introduction, The 
author started with the background of current economic environment and the 
research motivation, then the concept and theoretical foundation of diversification 
strategy. The second chapter is a group of related cases analysis of domestic and 
international examples. The third chapter is the history and motives of the Takyun 
Group’s diversification movement. The fourth chapter is about the condition，
problemsthat and anoptimized solution for the Takyun Group encountered during its 
diversification. The fifth chapter serves as the conclusion, where the author sum up 
the discussion. 
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